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The phenomenon of the displacement of the position of the pressure, intensity and acoustic radi-
ation force maxima along the axis of focused acoustic beams under increasing driving amplitudes
(nonlinear focal shift) is studied for the case of a moderately focused beam excited with continuous
and 25 kHz amplitude modulated signals, both in water and tissue. We prove that in amplitude mod-
ulated beams the linear and nonlinear propagation effects coexist in a semi-period of modulation,
giving place to a complex dynamic behaviour, where the singular points of the beam (peak pressure,
rarefaction, intensity and acoustic radiation force) locate at different points on axis as a function of
time. These entire phenomena are explained in terms of harmonic generation and absorption during
the propagation in a lossy nonlinear medium both, for a continuous and an amplitude modulated
beam. One of the possible applications of the acoustic radiation force displacement is the generation
of shear waves at different locations by using a focused mono-element transducer excited with an
amplitude modulated signal.
I. INTRODUCTION
The study of the acoustic field generated by focus-
ing sources in nonlinear regime is a continuously devel-
oping field of research as finite amplitude sound beams
are increasingly used in medicine and industry1–5. Non-
linear propagation implies asymmetric wave steepening,
progressive harmonic generation, nonlinear absorption,
sound saturation, self-refraction and self-demodulation6.
All these nonlinear effects change the spatial distribution
of the acoustic field respect to the linear case, i.e., among
other things, the location of the on-axis maximum and
minimum pressure, intensity and acoustic radiation force
(ARF), as well as the focal spot dimensions.
The nonlinear focal shift phenomenon, defined as the
shift of the maximum pressure (and also intensity and
ARF) position along the axis of focused acoustic beams
under increasing driving voltages, has been discussed
and interpreted in previous works. In 1980 Bakhvalov
et al.7 predicted a shift in the position of the on-axis
pressure maximum in unfocused beams where a migra-
tion of the location of the maximum was shown, first
away from, and then towards the transducer, as the ex-
citing voltage of the source was increased. Duck and
Starritt5 (1986) studied this phenomenon in slightly fo-
cused sources as those used in commercial medical pulse-
echo equipments, showing that the nonlinear focal shift
exists for on-axis maximum and minimum pressure, with
different behaviour. Averkiou and Hamilton8 (1997) ob-
served this phenomenon experimentally in a moderately
focused piston (linear gain G = p/p0 = 10.36 with p is
the value of the pressure at the geometrical focus and p0
the pressure at the surface of the transducer). The non-
linear focal shift phenomenon was reported by Makov et
al.9 in low gain transducers, and discussed it in terms
of the harmonics nonlinearly generated during the prop-
agation of a finite amplitude wave. They provided also
experimental evidence of the nonlinear shift in slightly fo-
cused transducers (G = 4). Bessonova et al.10 reported a
numerical study where the nonlinear focal shift is shown
for a moderately focused piston (G = 10) in a range of
intensity covering both the shift of the maximum pres-
sure towards the geometrical focus at first, even passing
beyond the focus, and then the shift backwards to the
transducer. They also provided an interpretation of the
phenomenon based on the self-defocusing effect due to
the asymmetrical distortion of the wave profile and to the
increase in propagation velocity of the compressive phase
of the wave close to the beam axis. Recently, Camarena
et al.11 proved experimentally that at high amplitudes
and for moderately focusing (G = 18.8) the position of
the on-axis pressure maximum and radiation force max-
imum can surpass the geometrical focal length.
The location of the singular points of a focused ul-
trasonic beam, i.e., the on-axis maximum and minimum
pressure, maximum intensity and ARF, depends on the
nonlinear degree of the propagated waves. This is es-
pecially relevant in moderately focused beams since the
focusing is high enough to make the nonlinear effects rel-
evant, but at the same time the transversal area of the
focus is not as small as in highly focused devices, mak-
ing the self-refraction effect to play an important role6,11.
The singular points of a beam (as for example the loca-
tion of the maximum ARF) generated by a moderately fo-
cused mono-element emitter can be moved just by grow-
ing the amplitude of the voltage applied to the source.
One of the applications that come to mind is to gener-
ate supersonic shear waves with a focused mono-element
transducer.
The aim of this work is to investigate experimentally
and numerically the dynamic behavior of the singular
points of a moderately focused beam operating from
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2linear to nonlinear regime, and excited with amplitude
modulated (AM) and continuous signals. Both, water
and soft tissue (human liver) media has been considered.
The paper is structured as follows: in Sec. II the ex-
perimental set-up and methods are described, providing
a linear characterization of the beam and adjusting the
source parameters to obtain the numerical results. Sec-
tion III shows the experimental and numerical results for
the maximum focal displacement in water (Sec. III A)
and the dynamical focal shifts for a 25 kHz AM beam
(Sec. III B). In Section Sec. III C the study is numerically
extended to propagation in soft tissue (human liver). Fi-
nally, concluding remarks are given in Sec. IV.
II. MATERIALS AND METHODS
A. Experimental set-up
The experimental set-up for the pressure measure-
ments in water follows the classical scheme of confronted
emitting focused source and receiving calibrated mem-
brane hydrophone, located inside a 0.75 × 0.6 × 0.5 m
water tank filled with degassed and distilled water at
26◦, as shown in Fig. 1. The ultrasound source was
formed by a plane single element piezoceramic crystal
(PZ 26, Ferroperm Piezoceramics, Denmark) mounted
in a custom designed stainless-steel housing and a poly-
methyl methacrylate (PMMA) focusing lens with aper-
ture 2a = 50 mm and radius of curvature R = 70 mm.
The resonant frequency of the transducer was f0 = 1.112
MHz, and it was driven by a signal generator (14 bits, 100
MS/s, model PXI5412, National Instruments) and ampli-
fied by a linear RF amplifier (ENI 1040L, 400 W, +55 dB,
ENI, Rochester, NY). The pressure field was measured
by a PVDF membrane hydrophone with a 200 µm ac-
tive diameter (149.6 mV/MPa sensitivity at 1.112 MHz,
Model MHB-200, NTR/Onda) calibrated from 1MHz to
20 MHz). The hydrophone signals were digitized at a
sampling rate of 64 MHz by a digitizer (model PXI5620,
National Instruments) averaged 500 times to increase the
signal to noise ratio. An x-y-z micro-positioning sys-
tem (OWIS GmbH) was used to move the hydrophone
in three orthogonal directions with an accuracy of 10
µm. All the signal generation and acquisition process was
based on a National Instruments PXI-Technology con-
troller NI8176, which also controls the micro-positioning
system. Temperature measurements were done over the
whole process ensuring no temperature changes of ±0.6◦
C.
B. Linear characterization of the beam
To determinate accurately the position of the radiator
axis, a variant of the procedure described in Cathignol
et al.12 was developed. Firstly, the transducer was ori-
ented along the z-axis of the micro-positioning system.
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Function Generator
Amplifier
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3D Micropositioning
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FIG. 1. Scheme of the experimental set-up for the pressure
measurement in water.
In order to find the focal region of the transducer, the
maximum pressure distribution generated by a 20-cycles
sinusoidal pulsed burst (V0 = 6 Vpp) was measured along
the axis of the radiator. These measurements provided
a rough estimation of the transducer focal area. Then,
the pressure waveforms p(t, x, y, z) were measured at the
focal area in five planes along the z axis of the micro-
positioning system, separated ∆z = 5 mm. These planes
were transversal to the z axis, 6×6 mm (x-y planes) and
waveforms were acquired with 0.5 mm spatial resolution
on them (144 measurement points per plane). here, a
zero-gain band-pass filter was applied to each waveform.
The maximum for each waveform was selected by adjust-
ing a Gaussian function to the histogram of maxima in
the tone burst. The equipressure curves in each plane
built with the selected maxima typically had a circular
form: This was indicative of good axial symmetry of the
radiator. Finally, the coordinates (x-y) of the maximum
and the z position of each transversal plane were used for
fitting a 3D line that determines the acoustic axis.
A set of 63 signals was measured over the previously
determined radiator axis (dots in Fig. 2; 6 Vpp initial
voltage). Zero-phase band-pass filtering was employed
here in order to reduce noise and do not introduce any
temporal delay in the signals. Then, time of flight (tf )
was measured at each point over the axis to locate the
absolute hydrophone position (z′0) with respect to the ra-
diator. It was fitted as z′ = c0tf + z′0 , where z
′ was the
axial position of the different points, c0 the estimated
sound speed in pure water. The least squares error for
this fit ensures accuracy better than ±0.7 mm for abso-
lute focal estimations.
The geometrical focal length (considering the PMMA
focusing lens) and the aperture of the transducer were
nominally stated by the manufacturer as F = 157 mm
and 2a = 50 mm, respectively. The fit of the analytic
O’Neil solution13 to the experimental data is shown in
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FIG. 2. On-axis maximum pressure distribution for small
amplitude wave propagation obtained by experimental data
(dots), O’Neill solution (solid line) and KZK numerical solu-
tion (dotted line). The vertical dashed-dotted line shows the
position of the geometric focus.
Fig. 2 and provides an effective aperture of the transducer
of 55 mm and an effective geometrical focal length of
F = 143.9 mm. Finally, the KZK simulation14 provides
an effective aperture of the transducer of 56 mm and a
geometrical focal length of 143.9 mm.
The results of both models, the O’Neil and the calcu-
lated with the “best fit” aperture and geometrical fo-
cal length in the KZK simulation, are in good agree-
ment with the experimental data, as shown in Fig. 2.
The peak pressure location in linear regime is located at
z = 135.6 mm, which corresponds to a linear focal shift
of ∆F = −8.6 mm respect the geometric focus. This
initial shift is used to obtain the focal shifts in nonlinear
regime.
C. Measurement procedure
To study the nonlinear focal shift produced in contin-
uous and AM beams, the acoustic field on the radiator
axis was measured for different initial pressures. Firstly,
the transducer was excited by a 40 cycles-sine wave burst
with voltages in the range from 5 Vp to 228 Vp (a total
of 27 values). Then, the experiment was repeated for
an AM beam generated by the 25 kHz modulation of a
continuous beam (90 cycles-sine wave burst). For all the
input voltages, the axial field generated was measured at
63 points over the radiator axis with a spatial resolution
of 1.3 mm in order to evaluate the position of the on-axis
pressure maximum with accuracy sensitive to the non-
linear pressure focal shift phenomenon (estimated in less
than 1 cm from numeric simulations9).
The on-axis intensity distribution, I(z), has been eval-
uated by using the temporal pressure waveforms p(t, z)
as:
I(z) =
1
nT
∫ t0+nT
t0
p2(z, t)
ρ0c0
, (1)
where T is the period, n an integer, ρ0 the ambient den-
sity and c0 the sound speed.
As the transversal dimension of the beam is much
smaller than the characteristic absorption length, the
transversal component of the ARF in the focal area is
practically negligible15,16. Therefore the axial compo-
nent of the ARF in a viscous heat-conducting medium
can be evaluated from:
ARFz(z) =
δ
ρ20c
5
0
〈(
∂p(t, z)
∂t
)2〉
, (2)
where δ is the sound diffusivity and the angular brackets
denote temporal averaging over fast acoustic oscillations.
On the other hand, the axial ARF in a soft-tissue, mod-
eled as a frequency-power law attenuation medium, has
been calculated as
ARF(z) =
2
c0
∫ ∞
ω=0
α0ω
γI(ω, z) , (3)
where the frequency dependent attenuation is given by
α(ω) = α0ω
γ , with α0 and γ the attenuation coefficient
and exponent of the frequency power law respectively,
and I(ω, z) the intensity of frequency component. This
relation must be corrected by a term c−20 ∂I/∂t account-
ing for the temporal modulation of the signal17, but in
this study due to the different order of magnitude of the
carrier and modulation frequencies, this term can be ne-
glected. Note the validity of this relation is restricted at
the focus of moderately focused beams where the waves
can be considered quasi-planes.
Finally, to obtain the experimental focal displace-
ments, the axial distribution of maximum/minimum
pressure, intensity and ARF curves was fitted to a poly-
nomial of degree four over the focal area. The estimated
position of the maxima provides the absolute focal dis-
placements, were the errors committed were below ±1
mm for all the present cases.
D. Numerical Model
Numerical modelling of the experimental conditions
was performed by using the numerical solution of the
KZK nonlinear parabolic equation over a cylindrical ax-
isymmetric coordinate system r(r, z). This model takes
into account the nonlinearity, diffraction (assuming a
beam in the paraxial/parabolic approximation), thermo-
viscous absorption and relaxation6.
For propagation along the positive z-axis, the dimen-
sionless KZK equation in a thermoviscous and relaxing
4media is written as14,18
∂P
∂σ
=
1
4G
∫ τ
−∞
(
∂2P
∂ρ2
+
1
ρ
∂P
∂ρ
)
dτ +A
∂2P
∂τ2
+NP
∂P
∂τ
+
∑
n
Dn
∫ τ
−∞
∂2P
∂τ ′2
e−(τ−τ
′)/θndτ ′ ,
(4)
where P = p/p0 is the pressure normalized to the pres-
sure at the source plane p0, σ = z/F the dimensionless
axial coordinate with F the source geometric focal, ρ =
r/a the dimensionless radial coordinate with a the source
radius, τ = ω0t
′ the dimensionless retarded time with ω0
the beam angular frequency, t′ = t − z/c0 the retarded
time, G = zd/F the gain with zd = ω0a
2/2c0 the charac-
teristic diffraction distance (i.e. the Rayleigh distance),
A = F/za the absorption parameter with za = 1/α the
characteristic absorption distance and α = δω20/2/c
3
0 the
thermoviscous absorption coefficient, N = F/zs the pa-
rameter of nonlinearity with zs = ρ0c
3
0/βp0ω0 the shock
formation distance for a plane-wave, and β the coefficient
of nonlinearity of the medium. The relaxation parame-
ters are θn = ω0tn and Dn = k0Fc
′
n/c0, where tn and c
′
n
are the characteristic relaxation time and the small-signal
sound speed increment for the n-th relaxation process,
respectively.
For simulations in water, i.e., thermo-viscous fluids,
Eq. (4) was solved using the time-domain algorithm de-
veloped by Lee14, the so called KZK-Texas code, and re-
laxation was neglected. For simulations in liver, i.e., fre-
quency power-law attenuation media, Eq. (4) was solved
numerically using the KZK-Texas code including mul-
tiple relaxation and heterogeneities in an axisymmetric
domain18. The relaxation parameters were optimized
to fit the tissue frequency dependent attenuation and
dispersion18, i.e., a frequency power-law attenuation and
its corresponding dispersion. Three relaxation processes
were used. Both numerical approaches were based on
operator splitting, where each term was solved sequen-
tially for each ∆σ step. Thus, the diffraction term, i.e.,
first right hand side term in Eq. (4), was solved using an
implicit backward finite difference (IBFD) method for
σ < 0.1 and a CrankNicolson finite difference (CNFD)
method thereafter. Same methods were used for the
thermo-viscous absorption and relaxation terms, i.e., sec-
ond and fourth RHS terms in Eq. (4). Finally, the non-
linearity, i.e., third RHS term in Eq. (4) was solved ana-
lytically using the Poisson solution where it was checked
that the nonlinear distortion will not allow the wave form
to become multivalued. The ∆σ step was decreased ac-
cordingly to avoid multivalued waveforms. Finally, het-
erogeneities were included accordingly to Ref.18 Eq.(15)
by a plane wave pressure transmission coefficient and a
temporal phase shift in the retarded frame, accounting
for the propagation through layers with different density
and sound speed.
Simulations were performed in water and tissue, both
with continuous and amplitude modulated beams. Sev-
enty values of p0 were used in each case, ranging from 5
kPa to 105 kPa. The lower initial pressure was obtained
from the previously linear characterization of the beam
(see Sec. II B). Simulation parameters were c0 = 1488
m/s, ρ0 = 998 kg/m3, β = 3.5, δ = 5.13 · 10−6 m2/s,
α = 0.19 dB/m, F = 143.9 mm and a = 28 mm. This
parameters lead to the dimensionless factors G = 12.75,
A = 3.87 · 10−3, and the parameter of nonlinearity rang-
ing between 5.24 · 10−3 < N < 0.125. Therefore, the
Gol’dberg ratio, Γ = za/zs = N/A, ranges between
0.9 < Γ < 21.3, so nonlinearity dominates over absorp-
tion effects. On the other hand, the Khokhlov number,
K = zs/zd = 1/NG, ranges between 15 > K > 0.63, so
the nonlinearity dominates over diffraction effects only
for high amplitudes. In the case of simulations including
tissue, a layer of liver tissue was introduced at z = 70
mm. The parameters were cliv = 1600, ρliv = 1060 and
β = 4.35; where the parameters of 3 relaxation processes
were optimized to model a frequency power law attenua-
tion α = α0ω
γ with α = 0.5 dB/cm/MHzγ and γ = 1.1.
Both, the retrieved attenuation and its corresponding dis-
persion using relaxation agrees with the frequency power-
law from .5 to 40 MHz.
The source condition was modeled by applying a tem-
poral delay across the source to account for the focusing
as:
P (τ, ρ)|σ=0 = ps
(
τ +Gρ2
)
g (ρ) , (5)
where ps is the temporal waveform and for an uniform
piston, g(ρ) is the step function defined as g(ρ) = 1 for
0 ≤ ρ ≤ 1, and g(ρ) = 0 for ρ > 1.
For the continuous acoustic beam, the temporal wave-
form was expressed as
ps(t) = p0e
−(ω0tMpi )
m
sin(ω0t) . (6)
where the power m was chosen to simulate a nearly rect-
angular pulse with continuous amplitude, and the de-
nominator M indicates the number of cycles simulated.
Here m = 8 and M = 25 were used.
In the case of AM beams, the temporal waveform used
was
ps(t) = p0e
−
(
ω0t
ω0/ωmpi
)m
sin(ω0t) sin (ωmt) . (7)
Here, we simulated only four AM packets, i.e. only 2
cycles of the modulation frequency, fm = ωm/2pi = 25
kHz.
III. RESULTS
A. Maximum nonlinear focal shift in water
Figure 3 shows the value and location of the on-axis
maximum and minimum pressures for 27 spaced initial
excitation voltages at the source (between 5 Vp to 228
Vp). These particular points exhibit similar nonlinear
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FIG. 3. On axis peak pressure location for both, continuous
and 25 kHz-AM beams. Experimental and KZK solutions
are showed. Location of the pressure maximum/minimum of
experimental pulsed beam (black circles), experimental AM
beam (open circles), simulated pulsed (continuous line) and
AM beam (dashed line). The dashed-dotted vertical line rep-
resents the position of the geometric focus, F = 143.9 mm.
shifts in the experiment and simulation for both contin-
uous and 25 kHz-AM beams. The on-axis peak pressure
position moves away from the transducer +5.8 mm for
experimental data and 6.4 mm for simulated data. On
the other hand, the on-axis minimum pressure position
moves towards the transducer a maximum displacement
of −4.0 mm in both cases. This focal displacements lead
to a total difference between peak pressure and rarefac-
tion focal positions of 9.8 mm for experimental measure-
ments and 10.4 mm for simulation results, which agree
with the results reported in Camarena et al.11 and Makov
et al.9 for a focused beam with Fresnel number 4.06. The
agreement between experiments and simulations in the
quasi-linear region (low and medium input voltages) is
good, but they differ slightly at high power levels (non-
linear regime), being the maximum pressure nonlinear
focal shift effect slightly higher in the simulation. A
similar discrepancy was also detected in Camarena et
al.11 and explained according to several reasons: first,
the frequency response of the hydrophone is bounded to
20 MHz, which limits the number of harmonics detected
by the hydrophone. Second, the sound field does not
present a flat and uniform distribution over the active
area of the receptor (200 µm active diameter), thus the
measure is underestimated after the spatial averaging of
the measurement region, which does not happen in the
simulation. Finally, another possible source of error is
due to the non-uniform vibration of the transmitter, as
discussed before. These hypotheses have been discussed
in detail by Canney et al.19.
In the case of the maximum intensity location (see
Fig. 4), again the nonlinear shift is equal in both exper-
iments, with the continuous and the 25 kHz-AM beams.
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FIG. 4. On axis maximum intensity position for continuous
(×) and AM beams (black circles). Location of the on axis
ARF peak for continuous (+) and AM beams (white circles).
Simulation curves are superimposed for continuous (continu-
ous line) and AM beams (dashed lines). The dashed-dotted
vertical line represents the position of the geometrical focus.
The intensity, evaluated from Eq. (1) reaches a maximum
at 80 W/cm2 and suffers a shift of +1 mm both in ex-
periment and KZK simulation, which is very small com-
pared with the +5.8 mm displacement of the maximum
pressure. Nevertheless the ARF distribution (evaluated
from Eq. (2)) undergoes a nonlinear shift that follows the
same trend than pressure (compare Fig. 3 with Fig. 4),
although the displacements of the maximum ARF are al-
ways slightly lower than the measured for pressure. A
+4.6 mm ARF shift compared to +5.8 mm maximum
pressure shift is reached in the highest nonlinear regime,
i.e. 2.1 MPa peak pressure.
In order to understand the on-axis behavior of the par-
ticular points of the beam, it has been performed a KZK
simulation of the experiment in a range of excitation that
covers from linear to strong nonlinear regime of propa-
gation. Figure. 5 shows the on-axis location of the peak
value for the pressure (p+), each harmonic (gray num-
bered lines), intensity and ARF. In linear regime, as in-
tensity is proportional to the square of pressure and ARF
is proportional to intensity the three maximum matches
and all quantities peak at the same point. However, when
moderately nonlinear regime is reached, harmonics begin
to appear (gray lines in Fig. 5). Because the nonlin-
ear generation is progressive and cumulative, and due to
diffraction is less important at higher frequencies, har-
monics focus farther away than the fundamental, and
each one further than the previous one. Consequently,
the peak of the total pressure moves away from the emit-
ter. In this region, intensity also moves, but very slightly.
The intensity of a nonlinear wave is the sum of the in-
tensities of each harmonic, but as long as the main am-
plitude remains in the fundamental harmonic, it retains
most of the energy and consequently sets the position
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FIG. 5. On axis maximum pressure, intensity and ARF lo-
cation obtained from the KZK simulation of the ultrasonic
beam. Grey lines, numbered, represent the on axis maximum
pressure location of each harmonic.
of the maximum intensity. The relevance of the funda-
mental is enhanced in the calculation of the intensity be-
cause it is proportional to the square of the pressure. It
does not happen the same with the ARF, which is also
proportional to the intensity of each harmonic, but cor-
rected by the absorption coefficient, as shown in Eq.(3).
In water, absorption increases with the square of the fre-
quency, so the relevance of the harmonics is enhanced,
moving significantly the peak of the ARF even in mod-
erately nonlinear regime. As we increase the initial exci-
tation amplitude of the emitter the number of harmonics
in the propagation increase, which can cause even the
ARF peak surpass the pressure peak. All these phenom-
ena saturate (at around 6 MPa) and even retract at very
high excitation levels because shock waves appear and
nonlinear absorption reduces drastically the relevance of
the harmonics. For this reason the peak locations of pres-
sure, intensity and ARF move back to the emitter.
B. Dynamic nonlinear focal shift in water
The amplitude variation along the temporal profile of
the 25 kHz-AM signal (see Fig. 6(a)) involves that the
linear regime propagation for periods with small ampli-
tude (without distortion; see Fig. 6(b)), and the nonlin-
ear regime propagation for the central periods (with large
amplitude and distortion; see Fig. 6(c)), coexist during
the propagation of the wave. This results in dynamic fo-
cal shifts during the application of the signal, as it can be
seen in Fig. 7 for the peak pressure, intensity and ARF.
These results show that the focusing characteristics of
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FIG. 6. Experimental (dashed line) and KZK simulated (con-
tinuous line) waveform measured at the focus for the 25-kHz
AM beam. The input voltage in experiment was 228 Vpp
and the initial pressure in simulation was 105 kPa, chosen to
produce equal pressure at the focus.
the beam can change in time when we modulate the exci-
tation signal. Figure 7 represents the highest excitation
value we have reached in the experiment: 228 Vp in the
transducer and a peak pressure of 2.02 MPa at the focus.
The dynamic process proceeds as follows: first, the low
amplitude cycles of the AM beam focus on a point around
136 mm from the source according to the medium prop-
erties and the source physical characteristics: frequency,
aperture, and geometrical focal length9. Then, as the lo-
cal amplitude of the AM signal reaches nonlinear regime
in the central part of the AM packet (see Fig. 6(c)), the
focal maxima moves away from the source. At this point,
the displacement reach a maximum that perfectly agrees
the displacements shown previously in Fig. 3 and Fig. 4,
and then returns to the transducer when the amplitude
of the AM signal decreases. As shown, different behavior
of the shift has been obtained for pressure, ARF and in-
tensity. The maximum focal displacement observed was
+6.4 mm for positive pressure, −4 mm for rarefaction
pressure, +1 mm for intensity and +4.6 mm for the ARF.
These results agrees to the nonlinear focal shifts obtained
in Sec. III B for continuous beams.
As no shock waves are present in our experiment, we
explore the strong nonlinear regime of propagation in
an AM-modulated beam by means of a KZK simulation.
Fig. 8 shows the nonlinear shift in two scenarios (moder-
ate nonlinear regime: 2.02 MPa at the focus, which corre-
spond with the maximum excitation in our experiment)
and 9.4 MPa at the focus (strong nonlinear regime).
The strong nonlinear scenario presents more complex
dynamics than the moderate one. The maximum dis-
placement of the focus was +12.5 mm for positive pres-
sure, −8.1 mm for rarefaction pressure, +3.4 mm for in-
tensity and +15.1 mm for ARF. The maximum position
of the pressure exceeds the geometrical focus in +4.2 mm,
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FIG. 7. On-axis simulated (lines) and experimental (mark-
ers) of the peak pressure (white circles), maximum intensity
(white triangles) and maximum ARF (black triangles) loca-
tions obtained for each period of the AM-carrier component.
t′ is the dimensionless retarded time, where the time delay
due to wave propagation distance has been eliminated.
and the ARF one in +6.7 mm. However, when the sig-
nal amplitude is high enough to produce shock waves in
the propagation, the focus returns to the transducer in
both cases. It happens when the central part of the AM
packet is propagating through the media, and it is due to
the effect of the nonlinear absorption, associated to shock
waves, which saturate the harmonic generation processes.
C. Dynamic nonlinear focal shift in liver
Multiple relaxation and inhomogeneities were intro-
duced in the KZK model to simulate the propagation
of the beam through a layer of soft-tissue (human liver).
A set of seventy simulations were performed in a range
of excitation that covers from linear to the strongly non-
linear regime. Figure 10 shows the location of the peak
pressure, each harmonic, intensity and ARF evaluated
from Eq.(3). First, it can be observed that in the lin-
ear regime the focus is shifted towards the source due to
the strong attenuation, where all the magnitudes peak at
z = 127.7 mm (compared to 135.6 mm obtained in wa-
ter). The linear position of the focus is located at 127.7
mm from the transducer, −8.3 mm before the focus ob-
tained in water (136 mm). This effect is produced by the
medium absorption in conjunction with an elongated fo-
cal area. Due to the high f -number of the source (2.57),
the focal area, defined as the acoustic field area that over-
comes 1/2 of the peak intensity, has an axial length of
45λ. During propagation through the focal area, where
locally plane waves can be considered, the wave suffers
from exponential decay. Over this path a total of 3.2
dB of attenuation is observed in tissue (considering 0.5
dB/cm/MHz the absorption of the liver20), so the peak
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FIG. 8. On-axis dynamic focal displacements in water for a
25 kHz AM signal. Up: moderate nonlinear regime. Down:
strong nonlinear regime. Peak pressure (solid line), rarefac-
tion minimum (dashed line), intensity (dotted line) and ARF
(dashed-dotted line). The vertical dashed line shows the ge-
ometric focus. (a) Weakly nonlinearity scenario, (b) strongly
nonlinear scenario.
pressure locates at the initial part of the focal area (127.7
mm) instead of at the point where it does in weakly ab-
sorbing media as water (136 mm). Despite this effect, in
weakly nonlinear regime (p+ < 2 MPa) the nonlinear be-
havior of the peak pressure and intensity in soft-tissue are
almost similar than in thermo-viscous media, where each
harmonic is progressively generated along the propaga-
tion and each one focus farther away than the previous
one. However, the ARF shows a different behavior. ARF
is also calculated by summing the intensities of the har-
monics corrected each one by a factor proportional to its
absorption. In soft-tissues the absorption follows a fre-
quency power-law with an exponent γ ≈ 1, (in contrast
with thermo-viscous fluids where γ = 2). Therefore, con-
cerning the ARF, higher harmonics present less relative
importance to the fundamental in tissue that in an equiv-
alent thermoviscous media with γ = 2. Due to that, the
observed focal shift of the ARF in human-liver is relaxed
compared to water, as shown in Fig.(10). In the present
case the ARF peak location falls between the maximum
intensity and peak pressure location.
Then, in the moderately nonlinear regime (2 < p+ < 4
MPa), it can be observed that the beam self-refraction
grows with amplitude up to p+ < 6 MPa, a total shift of
+2.5 mm was observed for the intensity, while it was +9.4
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FIG. 9. On axis maximum pressure, intensity and ARF lo-
cation obtained from the KZK simulation of the ultrasonic
beam in tissue. Grey lines, numbered, represent the on axis
maximum pressure location of each harmonic.
mm for the peak pressure and +7.6 mm for the ARF.
Note these values are almost double of the corresponding
ones in water.
As previously, 25 kHz-AM excitation signals were ap-
plied in two scenarios: moderate and strongly nonlinear
propagation. The initial pressure values were chosen to
produce similar pressure amplitudes at the focus as in the
case of water: p0 = 0.26 MPa amplitude excitation at the
source surface, which leads to a peak pressure of p+2.9
MPa (moderate nonlinear scenario); and p0 = 0.69 MPa
at the transducer surface, which leads to a peak pressure
of p+9.5 MPa (strongly nonlinear scenario). Waveforms
captured at peak pressure location are shown in Fig. 9
for both water and tissue simulations. Shock waves are
formed for the highest amplitude calculations.
Figure 11 shows the dynamic location of the on-
axis positive pressure, minimum rarefaction and inten-
sity maxima. In the moderate scenario, as shown in
Fig. 11 (a), the shifts are shorter compared to those ob-
tained in water: +5.4 mm for peak pressure, −3.5 mm
for minimum pressure, +0.7 mm for intensity and +2.3
mm for the ARF, i.e., 15% lower for pressure, 30% for
the intensity, and 50% for the ARF observed in water.
The high value of the absorption in liver (0.5 dB/cm)
compared to the absorption in water (0.002 dB/cm) re-
duces drastically the amplitude of the harmonics, and,
consequently, the nonlinear shift effect.
Figure 11 (b) shows the dynamic nonlinear focal shift
results for the strongly nonlinear scenario in human liver.
A displacement of +9.3 mm for peak pressure is obtained,
−7.1 mm for rarefaction pressure, +2.5 mm for inten-
sity and +7.6 mm for the ARF. The maximum on axis
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FIG. 10. Comparison of the waveforms captured at the peak
pressure location in water (gray lines) and human liver tissue
(black lines). Two excitation levels per media are shown,
a moderately nonlinear scenario (2.9 MPa), and a strongly
nonlinear scenario (9.5 MPa).
pressure location does not exceed the geometrical focus
because the linear focus is closer to the emitter (127.7
mm) than in water, as we explained above. In this case,
the recoil in the shift is also observed in the central part
of the AM packet, but smaller than in water: the strong
absorption in tissue makes it more difficult to generate
shock waves in the pre-focal region.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
We have shown an analysis of the nonlinear behavior
of the on-axis maximum pressure, intensity and ARF in
a continuous and a 25 kHz AM beam (emitter charac-
teristics: f -number = 2.6 and f0 = 1.112 MHz). The
pressure fields have been measured in water and com-
pared to the ones obtained from numerical results based
on the KZK equation, obtaining a good agreement be-
tween experimental and numerical data.
As overall results, for a 25 kHz AM frequency, the max-
imum nonlinear shifts obtained in the AM beam match
with the ones obtained in the continuous beam both,
in linear and nonlinear regime; the on axis peak pres-
sure moves away from the transducer as the excitation
in the emitter increases, meanwhile the rarefaction pres-
sure moves in the opposite direction; intensity suffers a
slight displacement and ARF moves away in an inter-
val between the intensity shift and the positive pressure
shift in the moderate nonlinear regime, and surpass the
pressure shift in the strong nonlinear regime. Once the
shock waves begin to appear, the nonlinear shifts begin to
decrease. These entire phenomena have been explained
in terms of harmonic generation and absorption during
the propagation in a lossy nonlinear medium both, for a
continuous and an AM beam.
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FIG. 11. On-axis focal displacements for a 25 kHz-AM beam
in liver. Peak pressure (solid line), rarefaction minimum
(dashed line), intensity (dotted line). The vertical dashed
line shows the geometrical focus. (a) Weakly nonlinearity
scenario, (b) strongly nonlinear scenario.
The results presented demonstrate the ability of non-
linear AM beams generated with a mono-element trans-
ducer to produce dynamical axial focal displacements.
Linear and nonlinear propagation regime, as well as the
presence of shock waves and nonlinear absorption coex-
ists during the semi-period of modulation of the beam
(20µs in our case). The same results, but with reduced
magnitude, have been observed in a KZK simulation of
the beam propagating in human liver.
Acoustic radiation force, and especially dynamic ARF,
is widely used in many elasticity imaging techniques to
induce displacements of tissue21, or to remotely induce
shear waves inside the medium22. We have observed that
for amplitude modulated beams the position of ARF
maximum changes with time following the modulation
function. Although the focusing degree of the devices
used in these imaging techniques is considerably higher
than the one considered in our experiment, and as a con-
sequence the nonlinear shift effects are minimized in these
image techniques, they can be important enough to affect
the calculation of the elastic characteristic of the tissue.
A future research is going to be carried out in this line.
Finally, the phenomenology presented in this work lead
us to think in the possibility to explore the generation
of supersonic shear waves by means of a mono-element
transducer excited with the appropriate amplitude mod-
ulated signal: the frequency modulation would define the
speed of the ARF displacement, meanwhile the maximum
amplitude would fix the total distance covered.
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